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REPORT SUMMARY
In recent days, my server has become a target to ever-more brute-force
attacks on SSH service and they are succeeded to crack my password using
a massive number of botnet that helps to reduce the complexity of the
passwords. In other words, it was just one IP that attempted a login, then
another IP would attempt the next password, then another for the next etc.
This means that we can’t rely on normal firewalls. The project goal is to figure
out how to block them and how to apply attacks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction
In these days, everyone has a devices that are connected to the
internet and at least everyone has more than one device and may they
are vulnerable, misconfigured, misused, out of date, such as routers and
IOT devices and software, that makes the hackers use those devices for
a specific purpose like distributed brute-force or distributed denial of
service or sniffing traffics or mass identity theft or spreading new
malware. In this project, we focus on distributed brute force case which
is

Assume that the SSH server password length is six characters contains 09 and a-z the complexity will be (36^6) = 2,176,782,336 possible password
and suppose every botnet have one core at least and the SSH request
takes 0.5 second, The time to crack the password based on the next
Statistics
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1.2 Purpose
Learn multiprocessing and multithreading programming.
Learn how to do LXD.
Learn socket programming.
Defend against distributed brute force.
Learn how to use Excel and write excel functions.

1.3 Scope
Defend against distributed brute force.

1.4 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations:
SSH: Secure Shell.
HTTP: Hyper Text Transfer Protocol.
Brute force: consists of an attacker trying many passwords or passphrases
with the hope of eventually guessing correctly. The attacker systematically
checks all possible passwords and passphrases until the correct one is
found.
LXD: is a daemon which offers a REST API to drive full system containers just
like you would drive virtual machines.
Botnet: is a collection of internet-connected devices, which may include PCs,
servers, mobile devices and internet of things devices that are infected and
controlled by a common type of Malware.
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1.5 Related Subjects:
http://thehackernews.com/2017/05/cryptocurrency-mining-botnet.html
http://thehackernews.com/2016/09/ddos-attack-iot.html
http://thehackernews.com/2017/04/vigilante-hacker-iot-botnet_26.html
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Chapter 2
Setup Environment

2.1 Install Ubuntu
Ubuntu: is a Debian-based Linux operating system for personal computers.
Used for defending from the attacker.
Tutorial:
https://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop/install-ubuntu-desktop

2.2 Install Python
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install python3
library requirements:
Install pyqt, QT version 4.0
Install requests
Install colorama
Install pyfiglet
Install termcolor
Install argparse
Install paramiko
Install netaddr

2.3 Install LXD
sudo apt-get install lxd
Then either logout and login again to get your group membership
refreshed, or use:
newgrp lxd

2.4 Install LXD
Sudo apt-get install apache2
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Chapter 3
Linux Containers
3.1 Introduction
What is VM
VM stand for Virtual Machine, Virtual Machine is a software use a full
copy of an operating system and create virtual copy of all the
hardware that the operating system needs to run. that use a lot of
Memory and CPU and storage space.
What is LXC
LXC stand for Linux containers, all containers is type of virtualization
using one single kernel for all containers, it's just virtualize the software
environment and you not virtualize or copy the hardware at all, and
Linux containers shared all the same memory and storage, resources.
What is LXD
LXD is a daemon which offers a REST API to drive full system containers
just like you would drive virtual machines.
The LXD daemon runs on every container host and client tools then
connect to those to manage those containers or to move or copy
them to another LXD.
Why LXC and Not VM
LXC is fast at boot, reboot.
LXC don’t waste the memory space and storage space, CPU, like VM.
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Why we need LXD with LXC
LXC has been around for about 7 years now, over those years a lot of security
Issues effects on LXC, LXD add extra security features were added to the Linux
kernel and LXC grew support for all of them. As we saw the need for people
to build their own solution on top of LXC, the LXD developers developed a
public API and a set of bindings.

Make LXC secure by default (rather than it being optional).
Completely rework the tools to make them simpler and less
confusing to newcomers.
Rely on container images rather than using “templates” to build
them locally.
Proper checkpoint/restore support (live migration).

When you need to use VM and when you need to use LXC
Use VM if you want to virtual an operating system that have different
kernel that your host use.
Use LXC if you want to virtual an operating system that have same
kernel that your host use.

3.2 Purpose
Avoid wasting memory and CPU and to handle more computers.

3.3 Creation and Management
Add Images to create Containers:
lxc remote add images images.linuxcontainers.org
List Available images:
lxc image list
Create a Container:
lxc launch images[imageName] [containerName]
List the Containers:
lxc list
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List the Configuration of Container:
lxc config show [containerName] --expanded
Change the Configuration of Container:
lxc config edit [containerName]
Create A Snapshot:
lxc snapshot [ContainerName] [snapshot Name]
Change Container State (start, stop, pause):
lxc [state][containerName]
Enter Bash on a Container:
lxc exec [containerName] bash
Manage remote lxd servers:
lxc remote add [ContainerName] [IP]
Create a container inside a counter from the Main Container:
lxc launch images:[imageName]
[ParentContainerName]:[ChildContainerName]
Move A Child Container Inside Another Container:
lxc move [ParentContainer]:[ChildContainer] [newParentContainer]:
List the Containers Inside Container:
lxc list [containerName]:
Stop or Delete a Container:
lxc stop [containerName]
lxc delete [containerName]
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Set and Unset a device to container:
lxc config device set [containerName] <device> <key> <value>
examples:
<Set the Ethernet interface 0 device to Container with maximum limit
100Mbit>
lxc config device set container1 eth0 limit.ingress 100Mbit
lxc config device unset container1 eth0 limit.ingress
<resize the home path to 10GB>
lxc config device set container1 home size 10GB
Push or Pull or Edit a file in the Container:
lxc file push [Hostfilename] [containername][FilePath]
lxc file pull [filename] [containername][FilePath]
lxc file edit [filename] [containername][FilePath]

3.4 References
An introduction to LXD, the container lighter-visor - Stéphane Graber
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEr_EIZG0ZM
Linux Container (LXC) Introduction Eli The Computer Guy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KnmRdK69qM
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Chapter 4
Apply distributed brute force

4.1 Introduction
I wrote a program called Simple botnet(Sbotnet) that use for collecting a
botnet and use them to brute force a SSH application server.

4.2 Purpose
Its main goals are to crack a SSH server application using botnet.

4.3 Create penetration Environment
Step 1: create Five containers and install SSH server on those containers
and create a username called (default) with password (default) and
with install python requests library and paramiko, and cryptography.
create the first container which called botnet

Login to container bash
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Add user that called default and password is default

Install SSH and paramiko and requests

Install python cryptography requirements
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Configure SSH, change PasswordAuthentication no to yes.

now create from this container four containers to be total five containers
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Step 2: create another container and install SSH server and create a
username called (unsecure) with password (unsecure).
Create unsecure container

Add unsecure user with unsecure password

Install SSH

Enable SSH PasswordAuthentication
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Step 3: create another container and install SSH server and create a
username called (secure) with password (secure).
Create secure container

Add secure user with secure password

Install SSH

Enable SSH PasswordAuthentication
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At the end the list all containers

Step 4: download our software Sbotnet.
Download link :.
Create sbotnet folder in /var/www/html/.
Move index.php to /var/www/html/sbotnet/
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4.4 Collect botnet
Step 1: Run server.py

Step 2: In new Terminal execute python –username default –password
default –cidr 10.207.176.0/24. 10.207.176.0/24 is an example you can
change the it.
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4.5 Attack on target
Step 1: Put the IP of the unsecure container that we create in the server
application.
Step 2: Choose the password file that contain the unsecure container
password.
Step 3: Put the username of the unsecure container.

The distributed brute-force cracked the unsecure container.
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Chapter 5
Knockd Service

5.1 Introduction
Port Knocking is one method of obscuring the services that you have
running on your machine, until you ask for a port to be opened by
attempt to connect on a specific sequence of ports then Open the port
to the IP address that supplied the correct knock.

5.2 Purpose
to Hide your SSH Daemon from Attackers

5.3 How it’s works
Port knocking will not open any ports on the server by default.
just waiting for a sequence of port traffic.
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5.4

Install knockd Service

Install knockd

First, we flush existing firewall rules and ensure that outgoing connections
don't get dropped.
Second, block incoming port 22 (SSH).
Once you have established your iptables rules, you can automate the
restore process at reboot with iptables-persistent.
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to configure the sequence port that the client must knock to open the ssh
service.
And choose the sequence timeout so that the client must knock the
sequence < timeout
The choose cmd timeout that if the client not connect to the SSH after
opened it 10 second. will be close.
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start Knockd service
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Test SSH Service after knockd service installed and configured.

no responding it’s mean the knockd service is working. Try to knock then
connect.

Success it’s ask for the password after knocking the sequence that we
choose.
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5.5 Attack on target that apply knockd service
Step 1: Run server.py.

Step 2: put the IP of the secure container that we create.
Step 3: choose the password file that contain the secure container
password.
Step 4: put the username of the secure container.

the password failed even when the password is in the passwords list.
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After we apply the knockd service the problem solved.
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Conclusion
We will continue to see how to secure the LXD containers.
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